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BRIEFING

A big fire broke out at the Cosmopolitan Hotel in
Las Vegas
MAXWELL TANI  TODAY AT 6:35 AM      

A massive fire broke out at the Cosmopolitan hotel in Las Vegas on

Saturday.

According to a hostess at the Las Vegas hotel who just identified herself

as “Jeanette,” a fire broke out in the bamboo hut on the 14th floor of the

hotel, where one of the hotel’s pools is located.

According to Jeanette, the fire was allegedly caused when a

fryer located near the bamboo hut caught ablaze.
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CNN reports that the fire has been extinguished.

Las Vegas residents and onlookers immediately took to Twitter to

document the fire.

#cosmopolitanhotel in #vegas just caught on fire as we speak. Some ppl
evacuating, some are spectating. pic.twitter.com/D63ccE2OD6
— Banco™ from da Top (@Jay_Matrix) July 25, 2015

 The Cosmopolitan in Las Vegas is on fire.

pic.twitter.com/82rv6tPpPF

— Hank Moody II (@KylersMind) July 25, 2015

@Cosmopolitan_LV on fire.#LasVegas #Cosmo #Fire @FOX5Vegas
@KTNV pic.twitter.com/mTburpmN1S
— Sin City Examiner (@SinCityExaminer) July 25, 2015

“Smoke visible across the valley @KTNV RT @Jim_ICE: YIKES! RT
@gabecyvr: @CTVVancouver Cosmo in las Vegas
pic.twitter.com/sZnL7kkETb
— Stephanie Zepelin (@StephanieKTNV) July 25, 2015
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 @shmanggangcity it’s the cosmo pic.twitter.com/JXX8a6djI7

— Rhea Cullison (@oheyyyrae) July 25, 2015

 

When you wake up to the Cosmo on fire across the street….
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